
 

IT’S NOT JUST ANOTHER STREAMERTM 

The new DSX 1000 from Chord Electronics is a state-of-

the-art network music player offering unrivalled sound 

quality from high resolution music files. 

The Highest Resolution Available 

The DSX 1000 supports: MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, ALAC, 

AIFF, FLAC up to 24/192 and DSD via Ethernet. 

The World’s Best D/A Conversion 

Instead of just using the best DAC chips available, Chord 

engineers designed their own DAC for their flagship 

QBD76. The QBD76 will faithfully reproduce a signal all 

the way down to -140dB; a huge 40dB better than the 

world’s best DAC chip! With Chord’s DSX 1000 you get 

this same world leading DAC technology built right in!  

Direct Connection to the DAC for Crystal Clear Sound 

Not only will you have this best-of-breed DAC technology, 

but the DSX 1000’s streaming engine is directly coupled 

to the DAC. This important advantage reduces jitter 

distortion to literally unmeasurably low levels resulting in 

an unrivalled clear pure sound.  

Nothing is Easier to Use 

Simply connect the DSX 1000 via the supplied Ethernet 

cable and it will automatically find the music on your NAS 

drive. Then easily select music from your iPad, iPhone or 

any other UPnP device. 

Connect Directly to Your Amplifier 

The DSX 1000 features fixed and variable outputs so you 

can connect it directly to a power amplifier and operate 

your system with your iPad, iPhone or any UPnP device. 

This direct connection improves the sound quality and 

saves you money. Fully balanced of course. 

Analog Volume Control for the Best Sound Quality 

Unlike other network music players with built-in volume 

controls, the DSX 1000 features the pure analog volume 

control circuit of Chord’s CPA 5000 Reference pre-

amplifier. As a result there is absolutely no loss of sound 

quality when you connect the DSX 1000 directly to a 

power amplifier and control the volume with your iPad. 

“Chord’s flagship streamer is an undeniably impressive 

piece of equipment. Supremely easy to operate with a 

beguiling sound that boasts detail, dynamics and a wide 

soundstage. Outstanding – amongst the best.”   

- HiFi World Five Globe winner, December 2013. 

“The DAC stage of the DSX 1000 is right up there with the 

best; open and lucid sounding and capable of projecting 

wide, deep and stable images. The DSX 1000 is truly state-

of-the-art with bass and midrange distortion further 

reduced over the QuteHD to a mere 0.0008%. Most 

impressive.”  - HiFi News, May 2013 

 
 
England’s Chord Electronics is an engineering firm with a passion to make the world’s best sound. 

When the best components available limit performance Chord engineers design their own,  thus 

leading the state-of-the-art. That’s why Chord is the choice of top professionals at: Skywalker Sound, 

BBC, Abbey Road, EMI, Decca, Sony, Deutsche Grammophon and more. 

 

The Chord DSX 1000. It’s not just another Streamer… It’s a Chord. 
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